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Homophone Worksheet 2.4 
 
Here are 10 sentences that contain pairs or groups of homophones when completed, while at the bottom of 
the page, there’s a list containing 10 sets of homophones. 
 
Your task is to fill the gaps in the sentences with the correct set of homophones in the correct places. 
 
1. He was desperate for some money, so he decided to _______________ his _______________ phone. 
 
2. He _______________ the car that cost the _______________ amount of money. 
 
3. The Global Operations manager is the person who _______________ all of the staff who work 
_______________. 
 
4. The athlete had been training so hard, she felt really _______________ by the end of the _______________. 
 
5. The _______________ was coming in, so the sailor _______________ his boat to the dock. 
 
6. The driver was _______________ for not being able to _______________ his license and registration. 
 
7. The driver _______________ the road he was supposed to turn down as the _______________ meant he 
couldn't see the road sign. 
 
8. The golfer aimed _______________ the green before shouting "_______________" on hole number 
_______________. 
 
9. He stopped _______________ the grocery store on the way home to _______________ some milk. 
 
10. The company's job advertisement said that they _______________ someone who could open and 
_______________ through all of their mail. 
 
Homophones List: 
 

 four / for / fore 

 missed / mist 

 sort / sought 

 leased / least 

 cell / sell 

 buy / by 

 overseas / oversees 

 tied / tide 

 find / fined 

 weak / week 
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Homophone Worksheet 2.4 – Answer Sheet 
 
1. He was desperate for some money, so he decided to sell his cell phone. 
 
2. He leased the car that cost the least amount of money. 
 
3. The Global Operations manager is the person who oversees all of the staff who work overseas. 
 
4. The athlete had been training so hard, she felt really weak by the end of the week. 
 
5. The tide was coming in, so the sailor tied his boat to the dock. 
 
6. The driver was fined for not being able to find his license and registration. 
 
7. The driver missed the road he was supposed to turn down as the mist meant he couldn't see the road sign. 
 
8. The golfer aimed for the green before shouting "fore" on hole number four. 
 
9. He stopped by the grocery store on the way home to buy some milk. 
 
10. The company's job advertisement said that they sought someone who could open and sort through all of 
their mail. 


